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AMICO E-Z Vent

AMIFLOW Mid-Wall

AMIFLOW Drip Edge

AMICO SPEED Bead  
or E-Z Bead

AMIFLOW Drain Screed

AMIFLOW UD    
(Unlimited Drain)



AMICO E-Z Vent

Installed under the soffit, 
above top-of-wall trim, under 
parapet flashing etc. and sits 
on top of the drainage mat.

E-Z Vent completes the 
drying system by introducing 
air vents at the top of the wall 
to promote air flow and 
accelerate vapor removal 
before it can cause damage.
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AMIFLOW Drain Screed

Specifically designed to accept 
3mm – 10mm rainscreen 
drainage mat for high 
performance evacuation of bulk 
water. Replaces the traditional 
weep screed that relies on mortar 
shrinkage, or siding gaping, to 
allow water to weep versus drain.
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AMIFLOW UD
(Unlimited Drain)

Our most versatile profile, 
UD is designed to work 
with 3mm-10mm 
rainscreen drainage mat 
for high performance 
evacuation of bulk water.

UD is perfect for transitions 
from stone to stucco or 
siding, at roof-wall 
transitions, and at bottom 
of walls where a return leg 
is not required.



AMIFLOW Mid-Wall

For block/masonry below 
wood framing. Replaces 
the traditional mid-wall 
and is specifically 
designed to accept 3mm 
– 10mm rainscreen 
drainage mat for high 
performance evacuation 
of bulk water.

Mid-wall profiles are 
commonly used where 
foundations, or block first 
floors, transition to wood 
framing.
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AMIFLOW Drip Edge

Specifically designed to 
accept 3mm – 10mm 
rainscreen drainage mat 
for high performance 
evacuation of bulk water.

Drip Edge is a pre-formed 
drip-cap profile that 
evacuates water from 
above window & door 
openings. Drip Edge is 
also used to promote 
drainage of individual 
floors in taller buildings.
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Our latest innovation, building on the success of E-Z Bead, SPEED Bead is a peal-and-stick casing bead with a built-in backer rod 
that accelerates installation to produce an attractive water-tight seal, saving time and materials!

Using a proprietary 3M adhesive, SPEED Bead allows for fastener-less installation against windows and doors.

Tested to meet, or exceed, ASTM E330/E330M, ASTM E331 and ASTM E283.
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AMICO SPEED Bead or E-Z Bead

Vinyl casing bead designed with a 
built-in waterproof flexible bulb to 
seal out moisture and create 
uniform spacing around windows, 
doors frames, and soffits for a true 
elastomeric joint.

SPEED BEAD is our proprietary  
peal-and-stick that saves time and 
materials.

E-Z Bead makes creating uniform 
spacing for a sealant joint E-Z.
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AMICO E-Z Vent

AMIFLOW Mid-Wall

AMIFLOW Drip Edge

AMICO SPEED Bead  or
E-Z Bead

AMIFLOW Drain Screed

AMIFLOW UD    
(Unlimited Drain)
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